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OPINION BY BOARD MEMBER DEMBROW 

 

 This appeal is sustained because several flaws in the 

evaluation of competing proposals resulted in concl usions that 

were unsupported and unreasonable.  Specifically, c ertain 

rankings were clearly erroneous and the arithmetic formula used 

to calculate best value was defective.  In addition , the State 

failed to evaluate competing proposals in strict ac cordance with 

the evaluation criteria specifications established by the RFP.    
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Findings of Fact  

 

1.  On December 9, 2010 the Department of Human Resourc es (DHR)  

issued a certain Request for Proposals (RFP) known as 

DHR/CALL 11-001-S, the central purpose of which is to 

identify a private entity to provide on behalf of D HR a 

toll-free call center to route to its various socia l workers 

and other agents the numerous inquiries it receives  

concerning a variety of programs it administers, su ch as 

public assistance, child support enforcement, foste r care, 

adult protective services, child abuse and neglect,  energy 

assistance, aid to the homeless, and other programs  for 

vulnerable or needy persons.  (Ex. 1; Tr. 29.)   

2.  The offeror selected to operate the DHR call center  is 

charged with the responsibility of setting up and 

maintaining an automated Interactive Voice Response  System 

(IVR) as the initial point of answering the phone, enabling 

callers to transfer their call to the appropriate 

representative by executing a series of tiered tele phony 

numeric keypad strokes (e.g., caller hears first: “ Thank you 

for calling the Department of Human Resources.  Pre ss ‘1’ 

for English,” followed by, “If you only need to spe ak to a 

representative about DHR child support, please pres s ‘1.’ 

Please listen carefully because our options have ch anged.  

Please select from the following 9 options…,” etc.)   For 

this aspect of the solicitation, namely, the automa ted IVR 

service function, the offeror is compensated on the  basis of 

a set monthly fee regardless of the number of incom ing calls 

received and processed automatically through the IV R.  This 

is a change from DHR’s present contract for the ope ration of 

its call center, by which the current vendor is pai d a per 

call rate of $.25 for each IVR call received.  (Tr.  70, 

633.)    
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3.  The more labor intensive aspect of the contract wor k 

consists of live operator availability and follow-u p to the 

IVR messaging, instruction, and transfer system, fo r which 

the RFP requires staffing hours of operation from 8 :00 a.m. 

until 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, except on St ate 

holidays.  For this primary call center function, t he 

solicitation provides that the successful contracto r be paid 

on the basis of a per-call charge, thereby establis hing this 

portion of contract pricing as fixed-fee with indef inite 

quantity.  The Evaluation Committee did not conside r the 

impact of IVR efficacy on the frequency of necessit y of live 

operator assistance for those calls that are not ha ndled by 

IVR.  (Tr. 425, 546.)  

4.  In addition to routing incoming phone calls, the co ntractor 

selected by this procurement is also responsible to  receive 

some facsimile (fax) and e-mail communications, as well as 

for updating information in the Department’s case a ction 

logs, and for mailing out form applications for cer tain DHR 

services, also referred to as “fulfillments.”  Othe r 

obligations are also set forth in the RFP, includin g 

computer connectivity to DHR databases and regular reporting 

requirements on such factors as volume and length o f calls. 

(Ex. 1, RFP §3.5, Bates 36, et seq.) 

5.  The RFP also establishes certain customer service 

performance standards; for example, that the IVR an swer all 

incoming calls (i.e., no busy signal) and that at l east 90% 

of all calls requesting a live customer service 

representative (CSR) get through to a CSR within 60  seconds 

of that request.  (Ex. 1, RFP §3.5F, Bates 42; Tr. 67, 664.)  

In addition, under the terms of the RFP, the contra ctor is 

not paid for any call that is abandoned after more than 

three (3) minutes of hold time.  ( Id.)   

6.  In order to be eligible to submit an offer, the RFP  
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stipulates, “Offerors shall possess a minimum of fi ve (5) 

years previous experience working with local, State  and/or 

federal agencies implementing and delivering Custom er Call 

Center services of a similar scope and size.”  (Ex.  1, RFP 

§3.4, Bates 35; Tr. 202-207.)  This section of the RFP was 

drafted prior to the involvement of the procurement  officer 

ultimately assigned responsibility for the procurem ent.  

(Tr. 398.)  Furthermore, the technical submission p ortion of 

the RFP requires under the “Qualifications” heading  the 

following submittal to DHR: “A description of the O fferor’s 

qualifications that shall clearly include a descrip tion of 

any related experience providing services of a simi lar 

nature.”  (Ex. 1, RFP §4.2E, Bates 56.) 

7.  Though the RFP mandates a couple of particular empl oyee 

positions, namely, a Contract Manager and an IT Spe cialist, 

on the primary performance element of call center s taffing, 

determination of the appropriate number of employee s is left 

to the offeror; the RFP stating only, “The Contract or must 

provide sufficient qualified staff...to fulfill the  

requirements of this solicitation and it must adjus t staff 

levels to service the actual volume of calls or suc h volume 

as is anticipated from time to time by the Departme nt” and 

“the contractor shall assure that the Center operat es with 

sufficient staff to respond to customer calls and c omply 

with contractual requirements at all times includin g peak 

business hours and high volume periods during the y ear.”  

(Ex. 1, RFP §3.5J-3.5K, Bates 46-48; Tr. 659-662.)  As the 

incumbent operator of DHR’s call center, appellant currently 

employs a work force of 38 full-time personnel to s taff the 

DHR call center.  (Tr. 41, 49.)  

8.  Some prospective offerors attempted to secure from DHR 

disclosure of current staffing levels, but DHR demu rred to 

such inquiries, claiming at the pre-proposal confer ence, 
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“any comparison between the services that are curre ntly 

being provided and those services that are going to  be 

provided under this new contract, really there’s no  

comparison, there’s no relevancy here to previous 

performance.”  (Ex. 2, Bates 143, 144.)  Later, dur ing the 

Question and Answer phase of the procurement proces s, prior 

to the proposal due date, DHR similarly declined to  offer 

other details or guidance to offerors inquiring as to 

minimum staffing needs, stating only, “The scope of  services 

has changed under this solicitation; therefore Offe rors must 

propose staffing levels they feel are adequate to m eet the 

requirements of the RFP.”   (Ex. 3, Bates 162, 182. )  In 

response to the question, “How many call center age nts are 

expected to be utilized?” DHR answered, “That is at  the 

discretion of the Offeror.  The Offeror should prop ose 

staffing they feel will be sufficient to meet the 

requirements of the RFP.”  (Ex. 3, Bates 194.)  In response 

to the question, “Can you share with us how many cu stomer 

service representatives are currently employed?” DH R 

replied, “This is a completely new contract not bas ed on a 

previous service that we at DHR have offered before .  So any 

comparison between the services that currently bein g 

provided and those services that are going to be pr ovided 

under this new contract are not relevant.”  (Ex. 3,  Bates 

201.)  In fact, while there are differences between  the old 

and new solicitations to operate DHR’s call center,  such as 

the transfer of telecommunications expenses to the offeror, 

DHR has outsourced its call center function for man y years, 

so the similarities between current and future call  center 

contracts far outweigh the differences.  (Tr. 37, 1 88.)  The 

primary distinction drawn between DHR’s next call c enter and 

the one in operation for the past decade is simply that DHR 

did not conduct the prior procurement, which was a 
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combination of call center needs that included othe r 

agencies.  (Tr. 711.)    

9.  Estimating an average talk time of two and a half t o four 

minutes per call, the RFP also set forth a chart to  project 

anticipated future incoming call volume based upon an 

alleged 2009 fiscal year volume of Customer Call Ce nter 

activity of 11,569,230 calls annually received by t he IVR 

and 310,500 such calls per month.  (Ex. 1, Bates 34 .)  

11,569,230 divided by 12 equals 964,103, and not 31 0,500 as 

asserted, but there is no evidence that anyone noti ced this 

discrepancy until Amendment #3 was issued a month a fter the 

error was first included in the original RFP.  (Tr.  418.)  

According to the initial estimates set forth in the  RFP, of 

the supposed annual figure of nearly 12 million inc oming 

calls, only 488,160 per year or 40,680 per month we re said 

to have required live operator response.  (Ex. 1, B ates 34; 

Tr. 420.)  Had those numbers been correct, less tha n 5% of 

calls received by the IVR would have been projected  to 

require follow-up service by a live CSR.  In additi on, DHR 

estimated receipt of 46,800 e-mail inquiries annual ly, as 

well as 60,416 “fulfillments” (i.e., mailing of an 

application directly from the call center), and 208 ,800 

outbound calls, all supposedly based on actual figu res from 

FY (fiscal year) -’09.  ( Id.)  Printed below the chart 

setting forth the above projection is the following : “NOTE: 

These figures are only for informational purposes t o be used 

for Proposal preparation and cannot be guaranteed.  The 

Department will only pay for actual Customer Call C enter 

activity.”  The numbers set forth on the chart were  provided 

to the procurement officer by DHR program staff as annual 

figures, from which the procurement officer interpo lated 

daily and monthly numbers.  (Tr. 191, 337, 408, 419 , 723.)  

10.  Precise call volumes to the DHR Call Center are rea dily 
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available for more than the past ten years.  (Tr. 6 1, 86, 

625.)  Inexplicably unknown to the members of the D HR 

Evaluation Committee, the actual volume of answered  calls 

received by the DHR Call Center in FY-’09 was 738,6 42, which 

included 590,710 inquiries concerning child support  and 

147,932 concerning other DHR constituent services.  For FY-

’10, the total number of answered calls was 817,051 , 

consisting of 577,511 calls concerning child suppor t and 

239,540 calls concerning matters other than child s upport.  

(App. Ex. 1, Tr. 193.)  The monthly operator assist ed call 

volume to the DHR Call Center for the latest two fi scal 

years for which call volume figures are available, 

therefore, is 61,553 and 68,088, or around 65,000 p er month.  

This is about 60% more than the 40,680 monthly esti mate 

initially stated by DHR in the RFP, a number DHR un derstood 

offerors to be relying upon to determine and propos e 

adequate staffing, equipment, and facilities to per form the 

contract.  (Tr. 705, 736.)   

11.  The RFP requires that technical factors be given gr eater 

weight than financial. (Ex. 1, RFP §5.9, Bates 63.)   The DHR 

procurement officer in charge of this procurement a ssumed 

responsibility for this procurement from another pr ocurement 

officer who had earlier been in charge of the procu rement.  

(Tr. 185.)  Ultimately, the procurement officer ele cted to 

attribute the relative weight of technical factors to 

constitute 70% of the award determination, with fin ancial 

factors weighed at 30%.  (Tr. 391, 605.)  Written 

information is preferred to be relied upon by the 

procurement officer as compared to assertions made orally.  

(Tr. 326.) 

12.  The only liquidated damages allowed in accordance w ith the 

terms of the RFP are for failure to meet the requis ite 

operating hours, though the RFP also contains a sta ndard 
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payment withholding provision, stating, “The Depart ment 

reserves the right to reduce or withhold Contract p ayment in 

the event the Contractor does not provide the Depar tment 

with all required deliverables within the time fram e 

specified in the contract or in the event that the 

Contractor otherwise materially breaches the terms and 

conditions of the contract.”  (Ex. 1, RFP §2.24, Ba tes 20.)  

According to the RFP, however, contract “deliverabl es” 

include various plans and reports, but not operatio n of the 

call center in accordance with the requisite perfor mance 

standards.  (Ex. 1, RFP §3.6, Bates 52-53; Tr. 350- 358.) 

13.  With six DHR representatives in attendance, includi ng four 

who had been involved in the drafting of the RFP, a  pre-

proposal conference was conducted December 29, 2010 , 

following which, by releases dated January 12 and 2 0, 2011, 

DHR posted and answered over three hundred (300) qu estions 

from prospective offerors concerning the procuremen t.  (Ex. 

2, Bates 91, et seq.; Ex. 3, Bates 157, et seq.; Tr. 658.)  

At least one of the questions concerns the accuracy  of the 

stated call volumes, but in response DHR simply cla imed that 

its numbers were correct.  (Ex. 3, Bates 212.)  

14.  Several subsequent amendments modified the RFP.  Th e first, 

issued December 13, 2011, corrected the due date fo r 

proposals from “Friday, January 11, 2011” to “Frida y, 

January 14, 2011.”  (Ex. 1, Bates 66; Tr. 415.)  Be tween 

January 6 and January 24, 2011, four additional ame ndments 

were issued.  Amendment #2, dated January 6, 2011, delayed 

the proposal due date by a week, added the statutor y living 

wage minimums, and reduced the quality control rate  of 

required call monitoring from 10% to 5% of all call s handled 

by CSRs.  (Ex. 1, Bates 67-70; Tr. 416.)  Issued Ja nuary 19, 

2011, Amendment #3 delayed the proposal due date ag ain to 

afford DHR additional time to respond to all of the  
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questions it received from interested prospective o fferors.  

(Tr. 451.)  Based upon the stated total annual inta ke volume 

of nearly 12 million calls, Amendment #3 also corre cted the 

erroneous arithmetic calculation of the total month ly number 

of incoming calls handled by the IVR from 310,500 t o 

964,100.  (Tr. 419.)  The same amendment also added  call 

volumes for certain work not included in the origin al chart, 

namely, for fax verifications, abandoned calls, cal ls in 

Spanish, and external transfer of calls to local of fices, 

also referred to as “hot calls.”  (Ex. 1, Bates 71- 75.)  

Amendment #4, dated January 20, 2011, is intended t o assure 

that the work of the private contractor appears for  all 

purposes to be the work of DHR employees.  (Ex. 1, Bates 76; 

Tr. 459.)  Amendment #5, dated January 24, 2011, sp ecifies a 

newly required third staffing position of CSR 

Supervisor/Trainer.  (Ex. 1, Bates 78; Tr. 464.) 

15.  On or before the postponed final proposal due date of 

February 7, 2011, eleven proposals were received in  response 

to the RFP, including one from appellant, The Activ e 

Network, Inc. (Active), as well as one from the int erested 

party, Calls Plus/Attiva Soft, Joint Venture, LLC ( Calls 

Plus).  Both Active and Calls Plus committed to ful fill all 

contract requirements.  (Ex. 4, Bates 330; Ex. 5, B ates 

557.)   

16.  The RFP provides, “Qualifying Proposals are those P roposals 

received from responsible Offerors that are initial ly 

classified by the Procurement Officer as reasonably  

susceptible of being selected for award.”    (Ex. 1 , RFP 

§5.3, Bates 60.)  None of the proposals were initia lly 

rejected by the procurement officer as not reasonab ly 

susceptible for award.  (Tr. 226, 291, 469.)  In or der to 

foster robust competition, DHR has a policy not to dispose 

of proposals promptly and readily by rejection prio r to the 
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opportunity of providing clarifications.  (Tr. 604. )  

17.  An Evaluation Committee consisting of four DHR empl oyees 

commenced evaluation of the proposals, which ultima tely 

included an examination of the written submissions,  requests 

for clarification of proposals, and consideration o f oral 

presentations from each proposer.  (Ex. 22, Bates 7 99; Tr. 

495, 499.)  

18.  To guide their evaluation, the Procurement Officer provided 

each member of the Evaluation Committee with a 27-p age form 

Evaluation Sheet which lists each of the required e lements 

of proposals with an adjacent column in which the E valuation 

Committee members were instructed to check “yes” or  “no” to 

indicate whether each particular required element w as 

included in that offeror’s submission.  (Tr. 204, 3 62, 471.)  

Next to that column is space for each evaluator to make 

individual notations on that point of proposal revi ew.  None 

of the evaluators understood the procurement office r’s 

instructions in this regard, and used the “yes/no” column 

not to indicate whether a particular element was in cluded in 

a proposal, but instead, checked “yes” if, in their  view, 

that element was addressed in a satisfactory manner , and 

“no” if it was not.  (Tr. 211, 264, 283.) 

19.  Promptly upon final completion of proposal evaluati on, the 

procurement officer requested each of the members o f the 

Evaluation Committee to return the completed Evalua tion 

Sheets and any related notes for inclusion in the 

procurement file.  (Ex. 22, Bates 796.)  Three of t he four 

evaluation members did so.  There is no explanation  for the 

missing evaluation sheets and notes from one evalua tor.  

(Tr. 224, 237.)  The Evaluation Sheet completed by the 

procurement officer himself, or his designee fillin g in 

during his absence on vacation, is also included in  the 

procurement file.  (Tr. 223.)  
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20.  As the incumbent vendor of DHR’s call center servic es, the 

technical proposal submitted by Active recites its 10 years 

of experience directly with DHR.  In addition, Acti ve boasts 

14 years of experience with other Maryland agencies , and 35 

years of experience with federal agencies; with cur rent call 

processing capacity in Frostburg, Maryland in exces s of 5 

million calls per year servicing over 15 government  

programs, and a total of 10 million calls handled a nnually 

by Active in all 8 of its interconnected call cente rs.  

Active also claims in its proposal that its partner , Contact 

Solutions, which manages the IVR component of Activ e’s call 

centers, successfully answers over a billion calls per year.  

(Ex. 4, Bates 245-246.) 

21.  Calls Plus is a joint venture specifically created for the 

purpose of proposing and operating the DHR call cen ter that 

is the subject of this procurement.  (Tr. 653.)  It  leases 

call center space in Columbia, Maryland and consist s of 

three separate corporations, namely: (1) New Orlean s 

Teleport, Inc., (2) AttivaSoft, LLC (formerly Rigid  Systems, 

LLC), and (3) Toulson Enterprises, Inc.  Of course,  the 

newly created Calls Plus joint venture as a combine d 

business entity has no prior history at all, but th e 

experience of its three members is substantial.  Th e Calls 

Plus proposal states that its collective experience  spans 25 

years in more than 30 states and localities.  (Ex. 5, Bates 

534, 543.)  

22.  With respect to its references documenting complian ce with 

minimum qualifications to submit a proposal, Calls Plus 

cites its work operating the Massachusetts Disabled  Persons 

Protection Commission Hotline, a call center of sim ilar 

scope of services as DHR’s call center, but one whi ch 

receives only about 8,500 inbound reports per year,  a small 

fraction of the calls projected to be received by D HR. (Ex. 
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5, Bates 578; Tr. 535.)  In addition, Calls Plus pr ovides 

five other references, but none of the others perta in to 

social service needs, the closest in scope being th e 

California Department of Correction & Rehabilitatio n, for 

which the total volume of calls received and made b y Call 

Plus is about one quarter of a million calls per ye ar, 

including answering 185,000 inbound calls.  (Ex. 5,  Bates 

580.)  The combined experience of the member compan ies of 

Calls Plus is not the same size and scope as the DH R 

contract.  (Tr. 300-325.)  Calls Plus argues that i ts past 

experience is similar to DHR needs; Active argues t hat its 

competitor’s experience is not similar to the size and scope 

of the DHR Call Center needs.  (Ex. 5, Bates 677-67 9.)  

23.  With respect to staffing, the proposal submitted by  Calls 

Plus states, “The Team uses a tried and true set of  formulas 

and forecasting tools to ensure that the appropriat e number 

and type of contact center personnel are in place o n a daily 

basis to meet the ever changing needs of this contr act.”  

(Ex. 5, Bates 562; Tr. 331.)  Its proposal also sta tes, 

“Upon contract award, we are prepared to dedicate a  team of 

35 employees to setup and maintain this project” wi th a 

total of 20 employees identified as CSRs in its pro ject 

organizational chart, the same number set forth in its 

staffing table, and 20 CSR work stations shown on i ts floor 

plan.  (Ex. 5, Bates 563, 566, 613; Tr. 336.)  The number of 

CSRs listed by Calls Plus in its staffing table inc ludes an 

asterisk (*) next to that number followed by: “*CSR  levels 

will be proportionate to call volumes and service l evels.”  

(Ex. 13, Bates 566, 731.)   

24.  Notes made by members of the Evaluation Committee c oncerning 

the written proposal submitted by Active are scant in 

comparison to notes on the evaluation sheets for Ca lls Plus, 

but for Active they include one technical omission,  namely, 
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“no FEIN [federal employer identification number] # ,” and 

other general statements of praise, including:  “ve ry 

detailed” and “knowledge based system” on the subje ct of 

“Call Management” and “yes!!” on the subject of “Fi nancial 

Responsibility.”  (Ex. 23, Bates 808-915.)   

25.  By contrast, the independent notes made by members of the 

Evaluation Committee concerning the written proposa l 

submitted by Calls Plus are highly critical, includ ing:  “a 

little light” and “thin/weak” on the subject of 

“Understanding the Problem;” “not the same call vol ume 

scope,” “no-not scope or size,” and “weakness: not volume we 

need” on “Offeror Requirements;” “they don’t unders tand,” 

“didn’t understand missed it,” “weak,” “don’t under stand,” 

and “didn’t understand” on aspects of “Technology  

Requirements;” “only 20 CSR,” “only proposed 35 – o ur 

community isn’t enough,” “only proposed 35…this is not even 

close 20,” “missing,” and “none” on “Staffing;” “ve ry weak,” 

“weak…not detailed,” “very weak not detailed,” and “no 

details” on “Transition Plan;” and “problem with sc ope and 

volume not sufficient.”  (Ex. 24, Bates 916-1030; T r. 265- 

288.)  

26.  In its initial review, the members of the Evaluatio n 

Committee were not very impressed with the technica l 

proposal submitted by Calls Plus.  (Tr. 781.)  

27.  On the final page of the form evaluation sheet, two  

questions appear, one asking if clarifications are needed 

from that offeror and the second, “Is the Offeror’s  

Technical Proposal deemed reasonably susceptible of  being 

accepted for award?”  All four of the four availabl e 

evaluation sheets completed for Calls Plus and incl uded in 

the procurement file have a check mark in the space  at the 

end of that second question, indicating, “No”.  (Ex . 24, 

Bates 942, 975, 1002, 1030; Tr. 228, 291.)  For Act ive, 
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three of the evaluation sheets appear to show a che ck mark 

in the space indicating, “Yes” in response to the q uestion, 

“Is the Offeror’s Technical Proposal deemed reasona bly 

susceptible of being accepted for award?”  The four th 

evaluation sheet has no visible check-mark in eithe r of the 

two available blank spaces provided for a response.   (Ex. 

23, Bates 834, 861, 888, 915.) 

28.  According to the final Summary of strengths and wea knesses 

of the 11 various proposals, the range in number of  CSRs 

proposed to operate the DHR call center as describe d in the 

RFP falls between 18 and 44 CSRs.   (Ex. 22, Bates 798-807.) 

29.  With respect to the evaluation factor “Financial 

Responsibility and Stability,” Calls Plus relies so lely upon 

the fiscal standing of only one of the three member s of the 

joint venture, namely, AttivaSoft, LLC (Attiva).  I ts 

financial documents reflect a cash balance of about  $180,000 

and a bank line of credit in the amount of $300,000 .  No 

financial information whatsoever is provided by Cal ls Plus 

to DHR about the other two corporate entities compr ising the 

joint venture.  (Ex. 5, Bates 586, 590; Tr. 667.)  By 

contrast, Active submits the required financial doc uments 

and explains in part:  “The Active Network, Inc. is  the 

world’s largest provider of integrated technology s olutions, 

marketing services and online media solutions for t he 

activities and event markets.  Founded in 1999, Act ive 

currently has over 2500 employees worldwide and pro cesses 

payments in 30 countries, 9 currencies and 8 langua ges.  

Approximately $1.5 billion was processed through Ac tive’s 

financial systems in 2009….The company has raised o ver $300 

million in private equity and debt including a 2008  $90 

million equity investment led by Disney’s ESPN.”  ( Ex. 4, 

Bates 351.) 

30.  By correspondence dated April 12, 2011, DHR solicit ed from 
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both Active and Calls Plus certain clarifications t o their 

proposals, to which responses were promptly receive d.  (Tr. 

495.)  On April 8, 2011, before transmission to the  offerors 

of DHR’s requests for clarifications, the contents of the 

proposed clarification requests were shared by the 

procurement officer with the members of the Evaluat ion 

Committee.  (Tr. 293, 478.)  No question was posed of Calls 

Plus concerning its staffing plan even though the m embers of 

the Evaluation Committee had questions concerning t he 

adequacy of the staffing plan proposed by Calls Plu s, which 

projected the use of only 20 CSRs.  (Ex. 4, Bates 5 13-515; 

Ex. 32, 1065-1067; Tr. 297, 504-509, 542, 679.)   

31.  Active made its oral presentation to the Evaluation  

Committee on May 4, 2011.  (Ex. 4, Bates 516.)   Ca lls Plus 

made its oral presentation to the Evaluation Commit tee on 

May 11, 2011.  (Resp. Ex. 1.)  Members of the Evalu ation 

Committee made informal notes during the oral prese ntations.  

(Ex. 25, Bates 1032-1042.)  Those notes include the  

following positive observations regarding the Activ e 

proposal:  “10 extra [personnel] cross-trained on D HR,” “10 

years experience providing these services 35 years govt 

contract centers,”  “over 90% of staff have > 5 yrs  DHR 

experience,” “advanced tech – above & beyond what i s being 

requested;” and on the critical side, “security con cerns 

w/screen-sweeping.”  Regarding the Calls Plus propo sal, one 

of the evaluators described the oral presentation a s 

follows: “I like the project manager (Barbara).  Sh e seems 

really smart and reliable.  This oral presentation hit a 

home run.  I went from not confident to confident.  It just 

goes to show how you can’t judge a book by its cove r.  They 

appear to offering [sic] more than stated in their formal 

proposal as far as extra services go.  Their IT pro posal 

including security is crazy awesome and potentially  looks to 
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be the best.  I also believe that they will be able  to 

handle social services.  Disaster recovery looks mo re than 

adequate.  SharePoint (portal is a document managem ent 

system) this is new and a very progressive way to h andle the 

situation.”  (Tr. 528.)  Other evaluators were simi larly 

impressed by the oral presentation from Calls Plus,  noting, 

“multiple screens allow immediate look up,” and “ow ner is 

very honest, dynamic and believable 15% of calls wi ll be 

monitored IT offering is strong.”  One excerpt from  the 

evaluators’ notes from oral presentation seems to s ummarize 

the prevailing view of the Evaluation Committee at that 

time, stating, “Active – very good.  Calls Plus – g reat.”  

(Tr. 537.) 

32.  At the conclusion of the technical phase of conside rations 

on May 23, 2011, one proposal was deemed not reason ably 

susceptible for award, leaving the remaining ten pr oposals 

to be ranked.  (Tr. 602.)  The six categories of pr oposal 

evaluation criteria specified in the RFP were each given an 

assigned point range for numerical assessment in de scending 

order of importance as follows:  “Proposed Services ” was 

afforded a maximum of 40 points, “Qualifications” 3 6 points, 

“Understanding the Problem” 30 points, “References”  24 

points, “Financial Responsibility and Stability” 20  points, 

and “Economic Benefits to the State” a maximum of 1 0 points; 

for 160 total possible points.  Each evaluator scor ed each 

proposal using this scale.  (Ex. 28-30.)  

33.  Among the four evaluators, Active received aggregat e scores 

of 116, 138, 156, and 160, reflecting a range of 44  points 

from lowest to highest, with a total of 570 points from all 

four evaluators, or an average of 142 points per ev aluator.  

Calls Plus received scores of 130, 133, 137, and 15 7, a 

range of 27 points for a total of 557 points, or an  average 

of 139.  (Tr. 369.)  The other 8 proposals received  average 
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scores ranging from 96 to 137, compared to the scor es of 142 

and 139 received by Active and Calls Plus, respecti vely.  Of 

the 6 criteria rated by each of the 4 evaluators, b oth 

Active and Calls Plus received 9 perfect scores on 

individual criteria.  Overall, Active was thereby r anked 

first and Calls Plus was ranked second in the techn ical 

phase of proposal evaluation. (Ex. 30, Bates 1054; Tr. 369.) 

34.  The following table accurately reflects the final t echnical 

scores assigned to Active and Calls Plus by the Eva luation 

Committee:   

Criteria # Category Calls-Plus   Active  
1 Proposed Services 150 145 
2 Qualifications 132 128 

3 
Understanding the 

Problem 
117 110 

4 
References and Other 

State of Maryland 
Contracts 

66 84 

5 
Financial Responsibility 

and Stability 
72 70 

6 
Economic Benefits to the 

State 
27 33 

Total Points  557 570 
 

35.  Some arguably questionable conclusions are evident from the 

above, as well as from the full scoring table inclu ding all 

10 proposals.  For example, on “Financial Responsib ility and 

Stability,” relying solely upon the relatively mode st 

financial condition of only one of the three joint 

venturers, namely, Attiva Soft LLC, Calls Plus scor ed higher 

than any other offeror except for Maximus Human Ser vices, 

Inc., which it tied in scoring on that criterion.  (Tr. 383-

390.)  On the most important criteria category, nam ely, 

“Proposed Services,” Calls Plus also scored higher than any 

of its competitors, even though its staffing plan i ncluded 

substantially fewer personnel than other offerors.  Further, 

Calls Plus also scored highest on the second most i mportant 

criteria, “Qualifications,” even though it appears to be 
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uncontested that Calls Plus presented, at best, evi dence of 

only very limited prior experience with services of  a 

similar size and scope as those needed by the DHR C all 

Center.  The Procurement Officer testified that he would not 

have given Calls Plus a perfect score on “Qualifica tions,” 

as members of the Evaluation Committee did.  (Tr. 3 73.)   

36.  The pricing spreadsheets provided to offerors were partially 

completed in advance with DHR’s projected estimates  of 

anticipated task volumes, principally among them be ing the 

estimated number of incoming calls per month requir ing 

operator assistance.  Offerors then completed the p ricing 

form by submitting their offered charge on a per-ca ll basis, 

and similarly priced other tasks, such as fulfillme nts, 

faxes and e-mails, to be billed on a per-unit basis .  In 

addition, all costs associated with the IVR compone nt of the 

contract were priced with a flat charge on a per-mo nth 

basis.  Some proposals held prices stable during th e 

contract term; others annually adjusted pricing ove r the 

course of the contract.  Projected cost totals were  

thereafter determined using each offeror’s per unit  charge 

multiplied by the assumed estimated number of tasks  

anticipated to be performed.  (Ex. 10-13.) 

37.  When the original pricing proposals were opened aft er the 

conclusion of the technical evaluation phase of pro posal 

review, the ten cost projections ranged from a low of 

$7,537,502 to a high of $23,204,988.  Calls Plus pr iced its 

proposal at an amount making it fourth lowest of th e 10; 

compared to Active’s price, which was sixth lowest.   (Ex. 

22, Bates 806.) 

38.  On May 25, 2011, four months after the last of the first 

five amendments to the RFP, DHR issued Amendment #6 , which 

modified the contract start and transition dates.  (Ex. 1, 

Bates 82.)  On the same date, a request for a Best and Final 
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Offer (BAFO) was directed to each of the ten offero rs with 

proposals still pending at that time.  (Ex. 6-7.)  The 

pricing proposal sheet for the first round of BAFOs  repeated 

the initially stated monthly projected call volume of 40,680 

calls needing to be answered by a CSR.  BAFOs were due to be 

submitted by June 2, 2011.   

39.  Using the pricing sheet provided by DHR, still proj ecting an 

estimated monthly average operator assisted call vo lume of 

40,680 and an estimated monthly average of 17,400 o utbound 

calls, on June 2, 2011, the ten offerors submitted their 

BAFO pricing proposals ranging from a low of $8,899 ,353 to a 

high of $40,606,820.  Both Active and Calls Plus lo wered 

their initial price proposals.  Active submitted a BAFO in 

an amount higher than Calls Plus.  (Ex. 8, 9, Bates  700-

707.)   

40.  Besides the arithmetic error corrected by Amendment  #3, the 

first evidence of errors in the estimated call volu mes 

contained in the RFP is an e-mail dated June 6, 201 1 in 

which the procurement officer indicates that the ac tual 

number of operator assisted calls is closer to 51,0 00 than 

41,000, as initially stated in the RFP and maintain ed until 

that time.  (Ex. 31, Bates 1059; Tr. 623.)   

41.  On June 10, 2011 DHR solicited a second BAFO from e ach of 

the offerors.  The cover letter transmitting the se cond BAFO 

request states in part, “upon receipt and review of  all 

BAFOs, it was determined that the state’s budget wi ll be in 

jeopardy if an award for this contract proceeds as offered.”  

The initially stated deadline for final BAFO submis sion was 

June 15, 2011.  (Ex. 11, Bates 715.)   

42.  On June 14, 2011, DHR issued Amendment #7.  (Ex. 1,  Bates 

80.)  (Ex. 11, Bates 715; Tr. 689.)  Strangely, Ame ndment #7 

revised DHR’s recitation of IVR call volume purport edly 

using more recently available FY-‘10 figures to ref lect the 
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total annual number of incoming calls to have been 1,847,944 

for that fiscal year, rather than 11,569,230 for th e prior 

fiscal year, as DHR previously asserted, repeated, and 

affirmed throughout the procurement process until t his late 

date.  The best explanation for this gross error th at 

apparently went undetected by anyone at DHR for six  months, 

appears to be that an extra numeral “1” was inadver tently 

placed at the front of the correct number for fisca l year 

2009 calls, which might have actually been intended  to be 

reported correctly 1,569,230 rather than 11,569,230 , as 

stated.  (Tr. 426-431.)   

43.  Amendment #7 also revised the pricing proposal shee t used 

for the second round of BAFOs, stating a newly esti mated 

monthly CSR call volume of 73,500 instead of 40,680 , as had 

previously been indicated on the pricing sheet used  since 

the RFP was first issued on December 9, 2010 and re peated 

until May 25, 2011, continuing through the promulga tion of 

the first round of BAFOs.  (Ex. 1, Bates 34 cf. Ex. 1, Bates 

80; Ex. 10, Bates 713; Tr. 423-435, 621.)  The revi sed 

figure of 73,500 was probably derived on the basis of the 

figures set forth on June 14, 2011 in Amendment #7 when DHR 

claimed that it was merely incorporating its latest  call 

figures from FY-’10 instead of FY-’09; but again, a  

mathematical error distorted DHR’s call volume esti mate.  

(Tr. 614.)  Using the reported volume of 904,642 ca lls 

requiring operator assistance in FY-’10, the procur ement 

officer should have divided by 12 to calculate 75,3 86 as the 

estimated monthly volume of calls requiring operato r 

response that year, fairly approximated by the use of the 

figure 75,300.  However, the numerals “5” and “3” w ere 

apparently inadvertently transposed, giving rise to  the 

relatively innocuous mistaken 73,500 figure actuall y used in 

the final pricing sheet.  (Tr. 793.)  
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44.  As more fully described above, besides decreasing the 

estimated total incoming call volume by 10 million calls per 

year, Amendment #7 increased the estimated volume of calls 

requiring operator assistance from 41,000 per month  to 

73,500 per month.  (Tr. 113.)  The same amendment a lso 

modified the projected number of outgoing calls fro m 17,400 

per month to 100 per month instead.  At the hearing  the 

procurement officer was unable to provide the Board  with an 

example of an outgoing call required to be made fro m the DHR 

Call Center.  (Tr. 438.)  The best explanation for the gross 

disparity between the need to make 17,400 outgoing calls per 

month, as originally stated, and a mere 100 outgoin g calls 

per month, as finally corrected by Amendment #7 on June 14, 

2011, is that because of a security breach of confi dential 

DHR records, its existing call center operator may have had 

to make an extraordinary number of outgoing calls i n one 

unusual fiscal year, namely, 2009.  (Tr. 441.)  

45.  Amendment #7 also modified the stated average call length of 

between 2½ to 4 minutes, changing it instead to “3 minutes.”  

(Ex. 1, Bates 81.)  In addition, the estimated mont hly 

volume of fulfillments decreased from 4,200 to 2,70 0 and the 

number of fax verifications diminished slightly fro m 4,000 

to 3,500.  ( Id., Tr. 446.) 

46.  Because of the last-minute drastic alteration in DH R’s call 

estimates defining the magnitude of services antici pated for 

contract performance, Amendment #7 assured at this late date 

in the procurement process, “Due to the numerous ch anges in 

the figures for Call Center Activity above, Offeror s may 

choose to revise their proposed staffing levels for  the Call 

Center to reflect these changes.  Offerors shall in clude the 

revised staffing information with their BAFO submis sion; and 

this information will be evaluated accordingly.”  ( Ex. 1, 

Bates 81.)  Notwithstanding this assurance, however , because 
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the second round of BAFOs was not requested before the close 

of the technical evaluation of proposals on May 23,  2011, 

the proposed staffing changes submitted as a compon ent of 

the second round of BAFOs were not considered as a part of 

the technical evaluation of proposals and were not suitable 

for inclusion as a component of financial evaluatio n of 

proposals.  (Tr. 344, 436, 768.)  Instead, no chang e at all 

was made to any of the completed technical evaluati ons as a 

result of the second submittal of BAFOs and financi al 

rankings were based solely on total cost projection s 

calculated from offered per-unit pricing multiplied  by the 

volume assumptions stated by DHR.   

47.  In response to DHR’s final request for BAFOs, using  the 

revised pricing sheet provided by DHR reflecting ne w 

estimated monthly average operator assisted call vo lume of 

73,500 and an estimated monthly average of outbound  call 

volume of 100, as finally stated on June 14, 2011, each of 

the ten offerors updated their proposal, resulting in new 

pricing ranging from a low of $8,973,348 to a high of 

$25,725,508.  (Ex. 12, 13, Bates 721-731.)  Both Ca lls Plus 

and Active again decreased their total prices.  Act ive 

offered a substantial price reduction for IVR capac ity 

adequate to handle fewer than a couple of million i ncoming 

calls per year as compared to an IVR system suffici ent to 

answer nearly 12 million calls.  For reasons unknow n, Calls 

Plus increased the IVR cost component of its propos al using 

the new total estimated incoming volume of 1.8 mill ion 

instead of the earlier estimate of 11.6 million.  H owever, 

Calls Plus simultaneously dramatically reduced its per-call 

charge for operator assisted calls.  (Tr. 647, 764. )  DHR 

did not question why Calls Plus deemed it more cost ly to set 

up and maintain an IVR to handle on an annual basis  less 

than 2 million incoming calls without a busy signal  than it 
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was for an IVR to handle over 10 million calls.  Th e second 

and final BAFOs resulted in financial standings of Calls 

Plus being ranked second lowest and Active being ra nked 

sixth lowest.  (Ex. 22, Bates 806.)   

48.  Active initially proposed a staff of 28 full-time C SRs plus 

approximately 10 additional part-time CSRs.  (Tr. 1 11.)  In 

the second BAFO submission, Active increased its pr oposed 

CSR staffing level required to handle the additiona l call 

volume by 11 full-time-equivalent (FTE) personnel, for a 

total of about 47 estimated CSRs, as calculated by counsel 

for Active and confirmed by the evidence admitted a t 

hearing.  (Ex. 12, Bates 721.)  By comparison, Calls Plus 

initially proposed 20 CSRs and later increased its proposed 

CSR staff total by only 2 FTE positions as a result  of the 

dramatic changes in call volume estimates contained  in 

Amendment #7.  (Ex. 13.)  As the basis of its deter mination 

to have only 22 or 23 CSRs in place to handle DHR’s  call 

center needs, Calls Plus repeated its earlier refer ence to 

its “tried and true set of formulas and forecasting  tools to 

ensure that the appropriate number and type of cont act 

center personnel are in place on a daily basis to m eet the 

ever changing needs of this contract,” and explaine d further 

in its June 17, 2011 Revised Staffing Plan: “Based on the 

revised information provided in Amendment #7, we ha ve re-

calculated the numbers of CSRs assigned to answer i nbound 

and outbound calls.  Using industry standard Erlang  C tools, 

we estimate the need to recruit and sustain through out the 

duration of this contract a staff of 23 CSRs…” (Ex.  13, 

Bates 730; Tr. 342, 745.)  The personnel table prov ided by 

Calls Plus as its “preliminary staffing model” incr eased 

from 20 to 22 CSRs.  (Ex. 13, Bates 731.)  Calls Pl us also 

assured DHR that its preliminary staffing plan woul d be 

routinely reviewed and revised as needed.  (Tr. 655 , 797.) 
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49.  Erlang C is a statistical formula devised in 1917 b y A. K. 

Erlang and it remains “the accepted calculation use d to 

determine the number of resources required in queui ng 

situations.”  (App. Ex. 2, pg. 6; Tr. 45, 144, 157,  172.)  

Using assumptions like acceptable wait time and cro wd 

volume, Erlang is employed to determine such elemen ts as 

call center operator staffing needs, rest room capa city, or 

number of toll facilities to avoid traffic back-ups , among 

other ordinary examples of its application.  The on ly  

testimony offered at the hearing by a professional 

specialist in Erlang calculations was that of Jay M innucci, 

President of Service Agility, who explained the bas is and 

conclusion of his determination that 43 FTEs is an 

appropriate number of staff needed to meet the CSR staffing 

requirements and performance standards set forth in  this 

procurement, with an absolute mathematical minimum of 33 

CSRs. (Tr. 156.)    

50.  In order to merge the technical and financial evalu ations to 

ascertain the prevailing proposal, the procurement officer 

used a numeric formula to calculate final rankings by 

determining 70% of the technical ranking of each pr oposal, 

scored from first as number one through last as num ber ten, 

and adding 30% of the financial ranking of each pro posal, 

scored from first to tenth in the same fashion.  Th is 

scoring formula was developed by the procurement of ficer, 

who testified that he has not previously used it.  (Tr. 392-

395.)  The final score values determined by its app lication 

resulted in Calls Plus being ranked first, with the  best low 

score of 2.0, and Active being ranked second, with the 

second lowest score of 2.2.  The other 8 proposals received 

overall value scores ranging from 3.9 to 10.0.  (Ex . 30, 

Bates 1055.)  Based upon the results of the foregoi ng 

formula, the Evaluation Committee and the procureme nt 
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officer recommended Calls Plus for award, concludin g that 

its proposal was most advantageous to the State con sidering 

technical and financial factors assigned the specif ied 

weights as more specifically set forth above.   

51.  The Evaluation Summary and Recommendation for Award  was 

reduced to a ten-page writing directed to the DHR S ecretary 

with cover memo dated June 21, 2011.  (Ex. 22, Bate s 797-

807.)  For Calls Plus, two of the eight enumerated strengths 

of its proposal are redundant, but the list of its strengths 

include high points for computer hardware, explaini ng, “The 

Proposed IT solution is very detailed and uses new and 

progressive technology, including use of LINUX Serv er 

clusters, 20 drives in the driver array, RAID-10 st orage, 

and DS3 internet technology.”  The Summary also cre dits the 

Calls Plus proposal to use a “SharePoint Portal” as  a 

computer storage repository to enable documents to be 

quickly and easily accessed by CSRs.  Finally, the Summary 

commends Calls Plus for offering to monitor 15% of all 

calls, triple the amount required by the RFP.  Only  two 

weaknesses are identified for Calls Plus, both havi ng to do 

with its past experience, specifically, lack of a h istory 

handling the volume of calls anticipated in this pr ocurement 

and lack of much experience at all with a call cent er to 

service human services needs.  (Ex. 22, Bates 801.)  

52.  By comparison, the Summary also notes eight points of 

strength identified from Active’s proposal, includi ng its 

decade of experience operating the DHR call center,  its 

Knowledge Base system used to access call scripts a nd 

program information, and its “High retention rate f or 

Maryland Call Center employees, with over 90% of cu rrent 

staff with over 5 years experience with DHR.”  Weig hing 

against Active, the Summary observed only that “Fin ancial 

Proposal exceeded the Department’s budget.”  ( Id.)   
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53.  Active was notified on June 24, 2011 that it was no t 

recommended for award.  On the same date, Active re quested a 

debriefing conference.  (Tr. 55.)  That debriefing occurred 

on July 14, 2011.  On July 20, 2011 Active filed a timely 

protest which was supplemented on July 29, 2011 by a second 

protest.  On August 8, 2011, both protests were den ied by 

final DHR determination.  The instant appeal was do cketed on 

August 19, 2011 as MSBCA No. 2781, for which full 

evidentiary hearing before the Maryland State Board  of 

Contract Appeals (Board) was conducted from Februar y 14 

through 17, 2012.  Appellant’s Brief was filed Marc h 26, 

2012; Briefs on behalf of DHR and the Interested Pa rty were 

filed April 10, 2012; and Appellant’s Reply Brief w as filed 

April 18, 2012. 

Decision 

This procurement recommendation does not withstand scrutiny.   

Although DHR may well be correct in determining ult imately that 

the interested party, Calls Plus, offers best value  to the State, 

the manner by which that decision was reached here is unsupported 

and unacceptable as more fully explained below. 

There is no indication from the pleadings or the ev identiary 

record in this proceeding that DHR recognizes that this 

procurement was deeply flawed from the outset.  Ima gine the 

challenge of submitting a thoughtful and informed p roposal in 

response to this RFP.  The work solicited consists of three 

essential functions:  (1) designing and maintaining  an automated 

answering service as the initial point of receiving  incoming 

phone calls; (2) staffing live operator assistance capability for 

those callers requesting the same; and (3) handling  a smattering 

of related communication functions including e-mail s, faxes, 

postal mailing of certain forms, and initiating out going calls. 

First, prospective offerors are told on December 9,  2010 to 

design their IVR proposals to handle about 12 milli on total 
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incoming calls per year, but only 310,500 calls per  month, plus 

over 200,000 outgoing calls per year, or 17,400 per  month.  The 

number of calls required to be handled by a live op erator is 

initially claimed to be about half a million per ye ar, or 40,680 

per month.  Then, a month later, prospective offero rs are 

informed that the actual number of monthly incoming  calls 

required to be handled by the IVR is not 310,500, b ut instead, 

nearly a million.  Those figures are confirmed on J anuary 19, 

2011, when additional estimates of call details are  provided.   

Proposals are submitted by the due date of February  7, 2011.  

They are thoroughly examined and supplemented by or al 

presentations before technical evaluations are clos ed on May 23, 

2011, with Active being ranked first and Calls Plus  second.  

BAFOs are solicited May 25, 2011 for which revised charges are 

submitted to DHR by June 2, 2011.  DHR requests a s econd round of 

BAFOs on June 10, 2011.  Then, on June 14, 2011, pr ospective 

offerors are suddenly informed that the IVR proposa l must be 

configured not to handle a million calls per month,  but instead, 

only 154,000.  The operator-assisted call volume, h owever, 

increases at the same time by nearly double.  And t he estimated 

number of outgoing calls diminishes from 17,400 per  month to 

fewer than 1,000 for the entire year. 

These multiple inaccurate estimates of task volumes  included 

as a part of this RFP do not constitute any basis o f the Board’s 

determination to sustain the instant appeal and rev erse DHR’s 

recommendation of Calls Plus for contract award.  T his is because 

all offerors were treated equally unfairly by DHR’s  repeated 

changes to the magnitude of call center services it  is 

soliciting.  But the foregoing modifications must h ave created a 

degree of confusion and chaos that led to the issue s raised in 

this appeal, which the Board addresses as follows.   

Active argues first that the proposal put forward b y Calls 

Plus should never have been even evaluated by DHR b ecause Calls 
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Plus fails to comport with minimum eligibility requ irements for 

proposal submission, namely, that offerors have fiv e years 

previous experience operating a call center of a si milar scope 

and size.  Of course, Calls Plus as a newly created  joint venture 

has no prior experience, but its constituent busine ss entities do 

have prior experience including operating call cent ers, and that 

experience is ordinarily fairly attributable to the  newly created 

joint venture.  Aquatel Industries, Inc., 1 MICPEL ¶82, MSBCA 

1192 (1984); Independent Testing Agency, Inc. , 5 MICPEL ¶386, 

MSBCA 1908 (1995).  So the first point of the Board ’s analysis is 

to determine whether DHR erred in concluding that t he business 

entities that comprise Calls Plus have five years p rior 

experience operating a call center of a similar sco pe and size as 

DHR’s call center, as required by the terms of the RFP. 

The size and scope of the call center here at issue  is 

subject to significant confusion on the part of DHR .  The initial 

RFP claims an IVR volume of over 10 million calls p er year, while 

the correct figure is closer to 1 million.  In addi tion, the 

estimates set forth in the original RFP reasonably caused 

offerors to anticipate the need for CSR-assisted ca lls at a 

volume of nearly half a million calls annually, tho ugh the 

correct figure finally disclosed in June 2011 is cl ose to double 

that amount.   

One of the only prior call centers operated by Call s Plus 

undisputedly handling a similar scope of services a s DHR’s needs, 

namely, social services, is the Massachusetts Disab led Persons 

Protection Commission.  However, the size of that c ontract is a 

trifling 8,500 calls per year, a small fraction of the volume of 

calls received by DHR, regardless of whether one em ploys for 

comparison DHR’s first estimated volumes, or the co rrected 

volumes posited late in the procurement process, na mely, slightly 

less than 2 million total calls, about half of whic h require 

transfer to CSR for response.  
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Similarly, Calls Plus operates a hotline for the Sa n 

Francisco Housing Authority, which is somewhat akin  to social 

services, but the volume of that contract is even s maller, only 

about 3,500 inbound calls per year.  The Welfare Fr aud Hotline it 

operates for San Diego County for services dissimil ar to DHR 

needs accounts for fewer than 3,000 calls annually.   Indeed, the 

only call center experience of any of the joint ven turers 

comprising Calls Plus even remotely approximating t he size of the 

DHR contract is a contract with the California Depa rtment of 

Correction and Rehabilitation, which reportedly has  a volume of 

about 185,000 inbound calls per year.  The past wor k experience 

of Attiva Soft for the U.S. Census and Social Secur ity 

Administration is large in size but appears princip ally to 

involve the maintenance of computer software to sup port 

information technology needs, rather than the opera tion of a call 

center similar to DHR’s.        

Constituting only a tenth of the magnitude of the v olume of 

DHR call center needs, the number of incoming calls  answered by 

Calls Plus for the California Corrections Departmen t is 

comparatively modest.  DHR concedes that it is quit e a stretch to 

argue that the Calls Plus California Corrections co ntract is 

“similar” in size to the 1.8 million incoming calls  projected 

annually for Maryland DHR.  Surely it would not hav e been 

erroneous for DHR to have concluded that Calls Plus  failed to 

satisfy the minimum requirements of the RFP, as was  apparently 

the unanimous initial determination of the members of the 

Evaluation Committee.  But notwithstanding the evid ent weakness 

in the past work experience presented by Calls Plus , the Board 

does not conclude as a matter of law that its propo sal was 

required to be rejected by DHR for failure to meet the standards 

established for offerors’ minimum qualifications.  That 

determination is a fairly subjective one within the  exercise of 

legitimate discretion by the Evaluation Committee.  Moreover, the 
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ultimate decision to evaluate the Calls Plus propos al was not 

arbitrary or capricious.  It was not an abuse of di scretion for 

DHR to conclude that Calls Plus is minimally qualif ied to be 

eligible to submit a proposal in response to this R FP.  Instead, 

DHR was simply generous to that proposer in order t o promote 

overall competition.  How many fewer calls than 1.8  million per 

year would qualify as “similar” in size?  The answe r to this 

question is deliberately imprecise, allowing for th e application 

of differing perspectives by the members of DHR’s E valuation 

Committee.  Their judgment will not be disturbed by  the Board.   

Beyond the question of size or amount of prior expe rience, 

the second prong of minimum eligibility standards p rescribed for 

proposers is the scope or type of call center servi ces previously 

provided.  Is a call center for prisons “similar” i n scope to a 

call center for social services?  Again, this is a judgment call 

properly made by DHR and not by the Board.  At leas t the Board 

may not conclude that it was clearly erroneous, arb itrary, or 

capricious for DHR to view the prior work experienc e of Calls 

Plus as sufficient to qualify the joint venture to submit a 

proposal.  This is especially true given that DHR h as a policy, 

as discussed by the procurement officer during his testimony, not 

to disqualify offerors who are borderline but argua bly eligible 

to participate in a procurement competition.  

In this regard the RFP might have specified that in  order to 

be eligible to submit a proposal an entity had to h ave at least 

five years of prior experience operating a call cen ter providing 

social services.  The RFP might also have required prior 

experience operating a call center handling a preci se number of 

incoming calls.  But this RFP did neither.  Instead , it provided 

as minimum qualifications only that a proposer had to have 

experience of a similar size and scope as DHR’s call center.   

Competition is vital for the State to secure best p ricing 

and technical proposals in response to an RFP and t he Board will 
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not nullify or discourage DHR from accepting and co nsidering an 

offer from an entity presenting prior work experien ce that the 

agency reasonably determines to be sufficiently sim ilar to the 

RFP demands to render the offeror eligible to submi t a proposal.  

DHR’s use of the word, “similar,” permits that disc retion and the 

Board will not interfere with DHR’s conclusion unde r the 

particular circumstances present here.  It is also important to 

note that while Calls Plus may have been treated ge nerously by 

DHR in this regard, every one of the eleven competi ng proposals 

was evaluated before a single one was finally rejec ted; so it 

appears that offerors were treated equally, with a deliberate 

policy preference in favor of maximizing competitio n. 

Turning away from the Board’s foregoing evaluation of 

whether the Calls Plus proposal should have been co nsidered at 

all, and taking up next the question of whether the  

qualifications criterion of the top two offerors wa s fairly 

evaluated by DHR, it is plain to the Board that a m ore definitive 

standard applies.  On the evaluation criterion of 

“Qualifications,” the second most important factor to be 

considered according to the RFP, Active received sc ores of 26, 

30, 36 and 36, out of a maximum total of 36 points for this 

factor, for a total of 128 points.  Calls Plus rece ived scores of 

25, 30, 36 and 36, for a total that should have bee n recorded as 

127, one point less than Active’s score.  However, due to a 

typographical or arithmetic error, the point total of Calls Plus 

shown on the final evaluation tally sheets is repor ted as 132, 

making it mistakenly superior to the qualifications  ranking 

achieved by Active.  This was clearly erroneous unt il corrected.   

Further, the procurement officer conceded during te stimony 

that he would not have given Calls Plus a perfect s core on this 

heavily weighted criterion, as two of the four eval uators did.  

The Board also finds those ratings without support and impossible 

to understand.  The minimal qualifications presente d by Calls 
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Plus do not justify the conclusion to rate Calls Pl us ahead of or 

even near Active on this important criteria factor.   As more 

specifically set forth above, Calls Plus barely met  the minimum 

qualifications to be eligible to submit a proposal,  giving Calls 

Plus the benefit of the doubt as to whether Calls P lus met the 

minimum eligibility requirements at all.  By contra st, Active has 

actually operated the DHR call center for the past decade.   Its 

partner in charge of IVR receives over a billion ca lls a year.  

To sum, Calls Plus should not have been ranked clos e to Active on 

the category of “Qualifications.”  The excessive ra ting given to 

Calls Plus on this factor arises not only from a si mple mistake 

in arithmetic; it is also objectively unjustifiable  by the 

evidence presented even after correction of the fau lty addition 

of numeric points attributed to these offerors on t his criterion. 

The comparative scoring of the Evaluation Committee  is 

similarly defective and plainly erroneous in scorin g of another 

evaluation factor as well, namely, “Financial Respo nsibility and 

Stability.”  On that category, though it ranked onl y fifth most 

important of the six evaluation criteria stated in the RFP, Calls 

Plus is given a score of 72 total points, compared to only 70 

points for Active.  Indeed, on “Financial Responsib ility and 

Stability,” Calls Plus, using only the financial in formation 

provided by Attiva Soft, is ranked ahead of every o ther proposer 

except for MAXIMUS Human Services, Inc., which it t ies in total 

points scored.  Calls Plus is ranked ahead of Veriz on Business 

Services, Inc., which is a subsidiary of another ma ssive company, 

Verizon Corporation.   

Looking only at the financial differences between A ttiva 

Soft and Active, it appears undisputed that Calls P lus relies 

solely upon the financial wherewithal of a relative ly small 

business with annual revenue of around $8 million s upporting a 

$300,000 line of credit with $180,000 cash on hand.   Active, by 

contrast, is a global, publicly traded company with  thousands of 
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employees, a superlative Dun & Bradstreet credit ra ting, market 

capitalization in excess of $750 million, and annua l revenue of 

some $1.5 billion.  Under these circumstances, how in the world 

can DHR justify ranking Calls Plus ahead of Active on “Financial 

Responsibility and Stability?”  The Board is mystif ied at this 

determination, which is contradicted by the undispu ted evidence 

provided to DHR by which appellant and the interest ed party self-

describe their own respective financial conditions.   Here again, 

though the finding goes to an aspect of the evaluat ion given less 

weight than other factors, the Board must conclude not only that 

DHR’s conclusion is not supported by the evidence, but indeed, 

that its rating of Calls Plus ahead of Active is wr ong.  

In its Brief on this point, the Interested Party as serts 

accurately that the RFP does not mandate that a pro poser be a 

large, publicly traded company, nor that financial information is 

required beyond what Calls Plus provided for Attiva .  That is 

true.  But it is also beside the point.  Surely Att iva has sound 

finances proven by the fiscal documents it submitte d.  But that 

is not to say that Attiva is superior to Active on this 

evaluation factor.  There simply is no evidentiary basis in the 

record upon which reasonable persons may fairly con clude that 

Calls Plus is superior to Active on the criteria fa ctor of 

“Financial Responsibility and Stability.”  The Boar d suspects 

that the cause of this error is simply that proposa ls were 

examined individually on different dates of review and the 

Evaluation Committee never reconvened at the end of  the 

evaluation process for the purpose of comparing fin al rankings to 

assure their accuracy and guard against the possibi lity of 

accidental selective inflation of an evaluation of a particular 

proposal on any particular day during the long eval uation 

process.     

The ultimate method employed here to determine the winning 

proposal by calculating as a multiplier the weighte d percentages 
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for the order of technical and financial rankings, 70% vs. 30% 

respectively, is also unsound and impermissible.  T his is because 

this mode of measurement selected by the procuremen t officer 

ignores consideration of the relative differences b etween the 

rankings of competing offerors.  Instead of using t he ranking 

order of competing proposals, it would have been fa ir and 

accurate to use actual scores assigned to proposals  and reducing 

them in accordance with the differential weight val ues assigned 

to the technical as compared to the financial evalu ation of 

proposals.  But using only the rank order number, i n this case 

one through ten, is totally misleading.  Is the sec ond ranked 

technical proposal very close to the top ranked pro posal?  Is the 

third ranked technical proposal considerably inferi or to the 

second?  Is the cheapest proposal less expensive th an the next 

cheapest by a difference of a penny, or by ten mill ion dollars?  

Using only rankings, rather than actual amounts or scored values, 

eliminates the ability to evaluate distinctions of degrees of 

separation between the rankings, which prevents ful l and fair 

analysis of best value to the State. 

An examination of a series of hypothetical scores m ay best 

illustrate the dynamic of this criticism.  Consider  the table 

that follows: 

    

Technical Evaluation 
  

   
Proposer Grade Rank 

   
A A+ (4.0) 1 
B A (4.0) 2 
C A- (3.8) 3 
D B (3.0) 4 
E 
 

C (2.0) 5 

 
Taking merely the rank and not the grade score of e ach proposal, 

and multiplying by 70% as the assigned weight of th e technical 

evaluation above, the following expression of weigh ted technical 
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scores results, with the lowest score reflecting th e best offer. 

 
 

Technical Evaluation (weighted) 
  

    
Proposer Grade Rank Weighted Score (70%) 

    
A A+ (4.0) 1 0.7 
B A (4.0) 2 1.4 
C A- (3.8) 3 2.1 
D B (3.0) 4 2.8 
E 
 

C (2.0) 5 3.5 

 
Turning next to the financial component of the same  hypothetical, 

consider the following price ranking for the same f ive proposers, 

A through E, the top rank representing the lowest c ost:  

 
 

Financial Evaluation 
 
  

Proposer Financial Rank 
  

A 3 
B 4 
C 2 
D 5 
E 
 

1 

 

Again applying the appropriate multiplier to weight  the financial 

offers, in this hypothetical 30% of total value, as  is the case 

in the instant procurement, the following scores ar e derived: 

 
 

Financial Evaluation (weighted) 
  

   
Proposer Financial Rank Weighted Score (30%) 

   
A 3 1.0 
B 4 1.3 
C 2 0.7 
D 5 1.7 
E 
 

1 0.3 
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Combining the identical two charts above to show te chnical and 

financial side-by-side: 

 
 

Technical 
  

    
Proposer Grade Rank Weighted 

Score 
(70%) 

    
A A+ (4.0) 1 0.7 
B A (4.0) 2 1.4 
C A- (3.8) 3 2.1 
D B (3.0) 4 2.8 
E 
 

C (2.0) 5 3.5 

 

 

Financial 
  

   
Proposer Rank Weighted Score 

(30%) 
 
 

  

A 3 1.0 
B 4 1.3 
C 2 0.7 
D 5 1.7 
E 
 

1 0.3 

 
 
 

Finally, combining the two charts by adding the tec hnical 

weighted rank to the financial weighted rank result s in the 

following combined scores in accordance with a 70/3 0 division of 

weight between the technical and financial evaluati ons: 

 
 

Technical/Financial Combined 
  

 
Proposer 

 
Technical 

Weighted Score 
(70%) 

 
Financial 

Weighted Score 
(30%) 

 
Combined Score 

(100%) 

 
Overall Rank 

     
A 0.7 1.0 1.7 1 
B 1.4 1.3 2.7 2 
C 2.1 0.7 2.8 3 
D 2.8 1.7 4.5 5 
E 
 

3.5 0.3 3.8 
 

4 

 
 
As depicted above, using the same calculation proce ss as employed 

by the procurement officer in this appeal, Proposer  “A” appears 

to present a substantially superior proposal, with a score well 

below its four competitors.  The second best offer is Proposer 
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“B.”  But now look finally at the actual dollar amo unts of the 

financial proposals of the same hypothetical: 

   
 

Financial 
  

   
Proposer Overall Rank Financial Proposal 

   
A 1 $30 million 
B 2 $40 million 
C 3 $20 million 
D 5 $50 million 
E 
 

4 $10 million 

 

As illustrated by the foregoing, calculating prefer ences using 

only weighted ranking order is not a fair, fitting,  or rational 

method of rendering the final determination of best  value to the 

State.  If it were, the procurement officer noting the above 

would be blindly compelled to conclude that Propose r “A” offers 

the proposal most advantageous to the State, while Proposer “B” 

is second best and Proposer “C” is third.  But in t his instance, 

Proposer “C” offers to the state a technical propos al almost as 

good as Proposer “A” or “B” but at a fraction of th e cost.  

Shouldn’t the procurement officer be able to recogn ize the stark 

price differences shown?  Especially in times of se vere fiscal 

austerity, shouldn’t the substantial variation in p ricing be 

considered in light of the close technical ranking of the top 3 

offers?  In this hypothetical the rote formula adop ted by the 

procurement officer in this appeal, using ranking o rder rather 

than actual rating scores, would compel an irration al and costly 

mistaken result. 

 The Board recognizes that the vastly differing pri cing 

assumed by the above hypothetical is atypical.  The  financial 

offers are skewed to make a point, that point being  that it is 

essential for the evaluation committee and procurem ent officer 

not to lose sight of the significance of degrees of  difference 
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between rankings, both technical and financial.  Ho wever, the 

skewed prices may not be as unrealistic as it may f irst appear.  

Recall that the procurement at issue here also pres ents a wide 

disparity in pricing, namely, from a low evaluated price of about 

$7.5 million to a high of more than $40 million.  I n addition, 

like the hypothetical example above, it is also not  uncommon for 

a couple of offers to be easily subjected to reject ion because 

they are ranked as outliers from the mean in techni cal or 

financial components of proposal evaluation, or bot h, while a 

handful of offers may be ranked very closely to one  another in 

the technical evaluation and at the same time prese nt significant 

price differences.  So the hypothetical is not as f ar-fetched as 

may initially meet the eye.   

In the instant case, DHR recommends award of this c ontract 

to Calls Plus, which does not offer the lowest pric e, but does 

offer a proposal considerably less costly than Acti ve.  

Ultimately, DHR may fairly and properly determine t hat Calls Plus 

does indeed offer best value to the State.  But the  Board cannot 

condone the method of calculation by which that det ermination was 

rendered here.  To do so would allow future procure ment officers 

in other procurements to adopt an evaluation proces s that is 

unreasonable, illogical and improper, as demonstrat ed by the 

hypothetical above.  

 Beyond the foregoing faults, the most damaging def ect in the 

instant procurement arises from DHR’s Amendment #7,  which was not 

promulgated until June 14, 2011, fully six months a fter the RFP 

was issued.  By that modification, suddenly and wit hout accurate 

or adequate explanation, the IVR call volume estima ted for 

contract performance decreases by 10 million calls per year.  In 

addition, the projected number of outgoing calls vi rtually 

disappears, from 17,400 per month to a mere 100 per  month.  And 

at the same time the critical element of CSR-assist ed calls 

increases, not decreases, from just over 40,000 per month to  
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73,500 calls per month instead.  In its Brief, the Interested 

Party describes these late modifications as “a simp le adjustment 

in a certain category of call volume.”  (Pg. 17.)  That 

characterization is less than fair or accurate, tho ugh that 

incorrect perception may explain why Calls Plus pro jected only a 

minute need for additional staffing to accommodate a huge 

increase in actual estimates of the volume of incom ing calls 

requiring live operator assistance. 

Obviously, these gross changes can reasonably be ex pected to 

bear substantial impact on offerors’ plans for nece ssary 

facilities, equipment, and staffing.  This degree o f error in the 

amounts of anticipated work, though expressly not d eterminative 

of actual indefinite contract performance volume, i s inexcusable.  

The Board is simply at a loss to understand why for  six months, 

no one at DHR evaluating its call center needs real ized whether 

DHR’s anticipated call volume was a million calls a  year or ten 

million.  Likewise, there is no evidence that anyon e paid heed to 

whether the portion of incoming calls requiring ope rator 

assistance was 1 in 20, or 1 out of every 2 calls.  The precise 

numbers of incoming calls both to IVR and CSR shoul d have been 

well known to DHR from the itemized monthly reports  and invoices 

submitted by appellant as current operator of DHR’s  call center.  

If those figures had been in genuine dispute, why d id DHR pay for 

each one of those calls which account for the per-c all charges 

incurred by DHR for the last decade?  No explanatio n is posited 

by DHR why program staff provided to the procuremen t officer 

estimates of call volumes completely outside the ra nge of 

reasonable projections that could and should have b een made much 

more thoughtfully using the actual precise call fig ures readily 

known from the undisputed record of the past ten ye ars. 

Of course, it is unknown at present what the actual  future 

number of incoming calls may be, as well as the pro portion of 

calls required to be handled by a CSR.  Perhaps tha t is why DHR 
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demurred on multiple occasions in response to quest ions 

pertaining to assurances of call volume or staffing  needs.  

Though it is not within the purview of the Board to  recommend how 

an RFP ought to be drafted, one may fairly conclude  that a poorly 

designed IVR increases the need for live operator C SR assistance, 

while a superior IVR self-routing capability may dr amatically 

reduce the necessity of CSR assistance.  By decreas ing the number 

of calls requiring operator assistance, for which t he State is 

assessed a per-call charge, therefore, the total co st of contract 

performance may be dramatically diminished.  But th ere is no 

indication in the record that DHR recognized that t he original 

RFP projected the necessity of individualized CSR s upport for 

fewer than 5% of total calls, while the projected v olumes 

prescribed in the revised RFP ultimately changed th at proportion 

tenfold, to about 50%.  Thus, the Board notes that a tangential 

shortcoming readily observable from DHR’s inattenti on to this 

point is the likelihood that DHR apparently does no t track or 

monitor the impact of the IVR on CSR-assisted call volume needs.   

It is unfortunate that greater attention and analys is was 

not afforded by DHR on the significance of promotin g IVR handling 

of incoming calls, when feasible.  The RFP here at issue would 

create a contract by which the State establishes a financial 

disincentive for the selected operator of DHR’s cal l center to 

implement an efficacious fully automated IVR system  to allow 

callers to transfer their telephone contacts withou t the 

necessity of live operator assistance.  That is bec ause under the 

new charging plan established by this contract, the  call center 

operator is paid (beyond the flat fee for the IVR s ystem itself) 

only for calls requiring CSR response.  Thus, incre asing the need 

for CSR handling of calls increases the amount of t he bills to be 

paid by DHR to the call operator.  It would have be en wise for 

DHR to have made some attempt in this procurement t o minimize the 

need for callers to reach a CSR, but, whether by de sign or 
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omission, IVR handling of calls is not promoted by the terms of 

the RFP.  Indeed, it appears from the evidence that  DHR 

throughout its considerations of this RFP was uncon cerned with 

the percentage of call volume requiring costly CSR handling of 

calls rather than no-charge automated IVR transfer of calls.  

There is no indication that DHR recognized the star k difference 

between the necessity of CSR intervention to servic e half of its 

incoming calls, as ultimately estimated, or merely one-twentieth 

of the total number of calls, as initially projecte d.  This flaw 

is referenced in dicta not because it constitutes any basis upon 

which the Board may reverse this procurement recomm endation, but 

only because budget limitations imposed upon DHR ar e said to 

constitute a principal constraining factor affectin g this 

contract and rendering Active’s proposal unacceptab le.  The RFP 

includes no cap on the portion of calls requesting CSR transfer, 

or the amount of payment for an unnecessarily high frequency of 

operator-assisted calls, as DHR might have provided  for by the 

terms of its call center contract.  Drafting the te rms of the RFP 

is not within the legitimate parameters of Board re view, and no 

fault is attributed to DHR for such a prospectively  or arguably 

deficient design specification, but the selection m anner and 

process here applied may give rise to an opportunit y for abuse.  

The principal ground for sustaining this appeal and  the 

central deficiency of Amendment #7, which severely altered 

expected contract performance needs very late in th e procurement 

process, is that it assured offerors that staffing changes and 

other modifications resulting from the amendment wo uld be 

considered by the evaluation committee.  They shoul d have been, 

but they were not.  The highest weighted evaluation  factor was 

supposed to have been “Proposed Services.”  Here, t he services 

initially proposed by Active included a staff of 28  full-time 

CSRs plus 8 part-time, ultimately increased by 11 a dditional 

personnel for a total of as many as 47 CSRs, based upon the final 
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revised call figures set forth for the first time o n June 14, 

2011.  By comparison, Calls Plus initially offered only 20 CSRS, 

increasing that figure by 2 for a total of 22 CSRs based upon the 

same changes in anticipated call volumes.  Because the technical 

evaluation closed prior to the issuance of Amendmen t #7, neither 

the scores nor the rankings of the technical compon ent of 

evaluation of proposals were modified in the slight est degree. 

After technical evaluations terminated prior to the  opening of 

financial proposals and subsequent solicitation of two BAFOs, no 

technical reevaluation was allowed to be conducted even though  

only the second BAFO was based upon the massive mod ifications 

reflected in Amendment #7 just prior to award recom mendation.  

Hence, the final technical modifications including the critical 

element of staffing changes were not fully consider ed by the 

Evaluation Committee, in direct violation of the as surances of 

Amendment #7, which were incorporated into the RFP.   Instead, it 

seems to the Board that the Evaluation Committee in  the final 

analysis felt it was compelled simply to settle wit h the best 

technical proposal that presented an evaluated cost  within 

Departmental funding constraints.  Again, the RFP m ight have 

provided that financial considerations receive equa l weight as 

technical, or even greater weight.  But it did not.   The RFP 

specified that the technical component of proposal evaluation 

would receive greater weight than the financial com ponent, so 

that is what is required to be done.  In the end, t he technical 

evaluation was deficient and incomplete.  As import ant as this 

factor may be to the DHR call center, the final sta ffing plans 

proposed by Active and Calls Plus were never fairly  considered.      

That failure is especially prejudicial to Active, w hich 

proposed to increase its staffing by an additional 11 personnel 

to handle the eleventh-hour near-doubling of CSR ca ll volume 

needs.  By contrast, Calls Plus offered to increase  its staff by 

2 positions.  Active was given no credit whatsoever  for its 
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reasonable response to the huge increase in estimat ed  volume of 

incoming calls to the DHR call center requiring CSR  handling, a 

fundamental disclosure which was not made until the  middle of 

June 2011, after completion of the technical evalua tions.  

Likewise, no fault was attributed to Calls Plus for  determining 

to increase its staff by a mere 2 personnel, claimi ng that change 

to be sufficient to handle more than 30,000 extra c alls per month 

compared to the initially stated 40,000 calls per m onth that 

Calls Plus proposed to service with 20 CSR employee s.  Except for 

somewhat vague references to “tried and true” formu las like 

Erlang C and an uncontested proffer that Calls Plus  did indeed 

use that formula, there is no precise evidence of h ow Calls Plus 

determined that it would take 20 employees to answe r 40,000 calls 

per month, and only 22 employees to answer 70,000, a call 

increase of 75% unmatched by a staffing increase of  10%. 

In this regard, it is also clear to the Board that Calls 

Plus did not properly calculate its staffing needs in accordance 

with the accepted Erlang C formula for determining the same.  The 

testimony of the expert witness offered by Active o n this point 

was most professional and persuasive.  Indeed, even  apart from 

the expert calculations derived by application of E rlang, notes 

made by the members of the Evaluation Committee doc ument that DHR 

promptly and forcefully recognized that Calls Plus proposed 

inadequate staffing to handle the anticipated call volume 

expected to be received by DHR’s centralized call c enter.  

Whatever was said by Calls Plus representatives dur ing the 

impressive performance it made during its oral pres entation, 

those words did not and do not change the actual st affing numbers 

proposed.   

Despite the stark differences in staffing plans off ered by 

the Calls Plus proposal to employ 22-23 CSRs compar ed Active’s 

proposal to employ twice that number in order to sa tisfy the 

contract performance requirement of answering 90% o f CSR calls 
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within 60 seconds, there is no evidence that the im portance of 

adequate staffing was fully understood or evaluated  by DHR.  

Although notice of the final staffing plans was aff orded to 

members of the Evaluation Committee, it was not don e so at a time 

or in a manner that permitted that information to b e incorporated 

into the final award recommendation.  This is excee dingly odd 

given that the capability to answer the phone in ti mely fashion 

should have been central to the Evaluation Committe e’s 

considerations, made even more important by the abs ence of an 

expressly stated liquidated damages provision avail able to be 

assessed by the State in the event of failure of co ntract 

performance on this particular vital measurement.  Clearly, the 

critical element of staffing was not fairly or prop erly 

considered by the Evaluation Committee, which ultim ately rated 

the Calls Plus proposal for 22-23 CSRs to justify a  score of 150 

on the principal criteria factor of “Proposed Servi ces,” while 

rendering a lower score of only 145 for Active’s pr oposal to hire 

43-47 FTE CSR positions to service this central com ponent of 

contract performance.  While it may be true that so me call 

answering systems may be more efficient than others , and some 

CSRs may be faster than others; as was pointed out during the 

hearing, most of the time expended during telephone  

communications with DHR consist of the caller speak ing and the 

CSR operator listening in order to make proper refe rral.  Despite 

the benefit of every efficiency possible, there rem ains a point 

at which staffing levels may be simply inadequate t o handle the 

job as demanded and promised.  DHR did not adequate ly consider 

the dueling staffing plans proposed in response to this RFP 

because DHR completed and closed its technical eval uation before 

the final staffing proposals were submitted after A mendment #7 

and the second BAFO. 

To summarize the fatal flaws committed by DHR in th is 

procurement, neither of the top two technical evalu ation criteria 
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factors was fairly and accurately evaluated.  Ranki ng conclusions 

concerning the fifth heaviest weighted factor were also clearly 

erroneous.  And the arithmetic formula employed to calculate 

final standings was defective because it failed to incorporate 

differences of degree between the ranking order of proposals on 

both technical and financial bases.  There is insuf ficient 

evidence to support the reversal of the initial una nimous opinion 

of the members of the Evaluation Committee that Cal ls Plus is not 

reasonably susceptible for award, and conclude inst ead that its 

offer is superior to the other ten proposals receiv ed by DHR in 

response to its RFP. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, this appeal must be 

SUSTAINED.      

Wherefore it is Ordered this _______ day of April, 2012 that 

this appeal be and hereby is GRANTED. 

   

 

Dated: ________________________________  
Dana Lee Dembrow 
Board Member  

 
I Concur: 

 

 
 
_____________________________  
Michael J. Collins 
Chairman 

 

 
 
_____________________________  
Ann Marie Doory 
Board Member 
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Certification 
 

COMAR 21.10.01.02 Judicial Review. 
 

A decision of the Appeals Board is subject to judic ial 
review in accordance with the provisions of the Adm inistrative 
Procedure Act governing cases. 
 

Annotated Code of MD Rule 7-203 Time for Filing Action.  
 

(a) Generally. - Except as otherwise provided in this Rule 
or by statute, a petition for judicial review shall  be filed 
within 30 days after the latest of: 
 

(1)  the date of the order or action of which revie w is 
sought; 
(2)  the date the administrative agency sent notice  of 
the order or action to the petitioner, if notice wa s 
required by law to be sent to the petitioner; or 
(3) the date the petitioner received notice of the 
agency's order or action, if notice was required by  law 
to be received by the petitioner. 

 
(b) Petition by Other Party. - If one party files a timely 
petition, any other person may file a petition with in 10 
days after the date the agency mailed notice of the  filing 
of the first petition, or within the period set for th in 
section (a), whichever is later. 

 
 
 

 
*      *      * 

 
 

 
I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the Maryland 

State Board of Contract Appeals decision in MSBCA 2 781, appeal of 
The Active Network, Inc. under DHR Request for Prop osals DHR/CALL 
11-001-S. 

 
 
 
Dated:                         

Michael L. Carnahan 
       Deputy Clerk  

 


